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ABSTRACT

Immersive video applications grow faster for users to freely navigate within a virtualized 3D environment for
entertainment, productivity, training, etc. Fundamentally, such system can be facilitated by an interactive
Gigapixel Video Streaming (iGVS) platform from array camera capturing to end user interaction. This interactive
system demands a large amount of network bandwidth to sustain the reliable service provisioning, hindering
its massive market adoption. Thus, we propose to segment the gigapixel scene into non-overlapped spatial
tiles. Each tile only covers a sub-region of the entire scene. One or more tiles will be used to represent an
instantaneous viewport interested by a specific user. Tiles are then encoded at a variety of quality scales using
various combinations of spatial, temporal and amplitude resolutions (STAR), which are typically encapsulated
into temporally-aligned tile video chunks (or simply chunks). Chunks at different quality level can be processed
in parallel for real-time purpose. With such setup, diverse chunk combinations can be simultaneously accessed by
heterogeneous user per its request, and viewport-adaptation based content navigation in an immersive space can
be also realized by adapting multiscale chunks properly, under the bandwidth constraints. A serial computational
vision models measuring the perceptual quality of viewport video in terms of its quality scales, adaptation factors,
as well as the peripheral vision thresholds, are devised to prepare and guide the chunk adaptation for the best
perceptual quality index. Furthermore, in response to the time-varying network, a deep reinforcement learning
(DRL) based adaptive real-time streaming (ARS) scheme is developed, by learning the future decision from
the historical network states, to maximize the overall quality of experience (QoE) in a practical Internet-based
streaming scenario. Our experiments have revealed that averaged QoE can be improved by about 60%, and
its standard deviation can be also reduced by ≈ 30%, in comparison to the popular Google congestion control
algorithm widely adopted in existing system for adaptive streaming, demonstrating the efficiency of our multiscale
accelerated iGVS for immersive video application.

Keywords: Immersive video, tile, viewport adaptation, peripheral vision, adaptive real-time streaming, deep
learning.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, we have observed an emerging wave of immersive video applications thanks to the advances of display,
computing and communication technologies. True immersive experience comes with the representation of the
vivid 3D environment using an immersive video at an ultra-high spatial resolution∗, high frame rate, and fine-
grained depth accuracy. In the meantime, such immersive videos also offer the capability for user to perform
the free navigation to consume the content, mimicking the natural behavior in reality. In practice, many-camera
or array-camera system1,2 is an effective solution to construct such immersive video, by allowing a number of
cameras to capture its focus view simultaneously for the synthesis of final immersive scene. For instance, six F2.4
fish-eye cameras are used in Insta360 Pro (https://www.insta360.com/product/insta360-pro/) to produce
360-degree video with 8K resolution at 30 frames per second (FPS), and nineteen cameras are placed in Mantis 70
(https://www.aqueti.com) to generate 71◦×21◦ video with 103 Megapixels (≈24K) at 60 FPS. Note that several

Corresponding author: Z. Ma (mazhan@nju.edu.cn)
∗As reported in https://clarkvision.com/imagedetail/eye-resolution.html, 576 megapixels are required to cover

120◦×120◦ viewport in front, leading to ≈ 1800 megapixels for entire 360◦×120◦ panoramic scene.
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Mantis 70 cameras can be integrated together to offer the panoramic video capturing at gigapixel resolution. On
the other hand, to ensure the massive adoptions of such immersive video application, it is inevitably and highly
desired to provision such service in the cloud for heterogeneous users at anytime and anywhere. A fundamental
issue for immersive video service enabling, is how to ensure the smooth and real-time delivery and consumption
of such a large volume of content, over the Internet.

Towards this goal, we formulate the immersive video application over the Internet as an interactive gigapixel
video streaming (iGVS) problem. To tackle this problem, we first build a system with a many-camera setup for
gigapixel video capturing (e.g., abstracted in the left part of Fig. 1(a)).1 Note that such iGVS system not only
demands a large amount of network bandwidth, but also imposes a very strict end-to-end interactive latency
requirement, for successful and reliable service provisioning. It is apparently expensive and probably impossible
to sustain such service by streaming the entire gigapixel video, especially for the multi-user application scenario
with mobile connections. “Mobility” places the access limitations, such as network dynamics induced bandwidth
fluctuation, and “multi-user” access introduces the heterogeneous demands of content by individual users (e.g.,
each consumer may choose its personalized view in an immersive content). Thus, we propose the multiscale
acceleration, to facilitate the iGVS over the Internet by offering the gigapixel video streaming and interaction to
millions, as shown in Figure 1(a).

Generally, our multiscale acceleration has implemented the tiling mechanism to process the entire gigapixel
video in parallel. Multiscale tiling is enforced to encode tile videos into a variety of quality scales, yielding
temporally-aligned tile video chunks (or chunks). User’s instantaneous viewport consists of one or more tile
chunks where content navigation can be easily fulfilled by adapting chunks accordingly. Under a network band-
width constraint, this can be analytically tackled by optimizing the rate-quality trade-off for viewport video
streaming, so as to maximize the perceptual index. Thus, a serial models are developed to measure the per-
ceptual quality of viewport video, with respect to its quality scales, adaptation factors as well as the peripheral
thresholds, to accurately reflect the perceptual sensation when consuming the immersive content. This is based
on the biological vision principle that our HVS could only perceive the content within current viewport, and
the immersive content consumption can be seen as the sequential rendering of consecutive viewport video over
the time. Independent experiments have been executed to demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed models in
predicting the subjective opinion scores.

In addition, aforementioned analytical perceptual index is then integrated with other parameters, such as
video freezing event, playback smoothness, for the overall quality of experience (QoE) optimization, in a practical
streaming scenario. Instead of applying the traditional methods, we have proposed to use deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) for the decision of adaptive real-time streaming (ARS), by learning the future state from the
historical network statistics to select appropriate chunks. Further tests in the wild shows about 60% averaged
QoE improvement, and roughly 30% reduction of QoE standard deviation of our learning-based solution against
the popular Google congestion control,5 for the adaptive real-time streaming over the Internet.

The reminder of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 3 will detail the computational vision models devised
in multiscale acceleration engine, followed by the discussion on learned adaptive real-time streaming in Section 4.
Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.

2. IGVS: SYSTEM MODEL

Let us assume a general immersive environment for user to consume the media/video content. This can be
realized using a popular virtual reality (VR) device with its associated head mounted display (HMD), e.g., HTC
Vive or Oculus Rift, etc, as exemplified in Fig. 1(b). Here, user consumes the content within the instantaneous
viewport or FoV (Field of View)† at time tk in a spherical space. In practical system, projection is often applied to
map the spherical view to more conventional rectangular view. Although there are many projection approaches,
Equirectangular Projection (ERP) is usually preferred thanks to its simplicity and friendliness to subsequent
processing steps (e.g., tiling, encoding, transcoding or encapsulation),6,7 as shown in Fig. 1(c).

†For simplicity, we use FoV and viewport interchangeably throughout this paper, unless specified otherwise. Strictly
speaking, viewport is a FoV with orientation.
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Figure 1. iGVS. (a) Many-camera system is devised for gigapixel videography (left part), and multiscale acceleration
(right part) is applied for streaming and interaction-based content navigation. Coordinators and Workers are distributed
to process tiled videos at a variety of quality scales in parallel for subsequent content distribution network-based caching
that would be accessed geographically by heterogeneous users; (b) Immersive 3D viewing space with current viewport or
field of view (FoV) at time tk FoV(tk); (c) Equirectangular projected (ERP) immersive scene and non-overlapped tiled
video covering a sub-region of content; (d) Multiscale tiles at various quality scales;3,4 (e) Viewport adaptation-based
user navigation from tk to tt+1 (yellow dash grids are tiles.); (f) Central and peripheral vision illustration of our human
visual system (HVS).

Each temporally-aligned ERP frame is typically sampled at an ultra high spatial resolution, covering the
panoramic scene. To enable the parallel processing, such ERP frames will be segmented into non-overlapped
sub-pictures. In this work, we apply the independent tiling scheme, thus it is also referred to as the tile video.8
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As seen, each tile video will only cover a sub-region of the entire scene. User’s instantaneous viewport or FoV
may consist of one or more tiles, by which user’s navigation, i.e., from FoV(tk) to FoV(tt+1), can be easily
realized by adapting the tiles properly, shown in Fig. 1(e). Different user also can access different viewport by
selecting diverse tile combinations. For example, tiles belonging to FoV(tk) and FoV(tk+1) can be accessed by
two different users remotely at the same time.

These tile videos can be encoded using popular video codecs, such as the H.264/AVC9 or High-Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC),10 into a number of quality scales, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d). Independent tiles can be processed
in parallel to produce multiscale copies at different qualities for acceleration. Our earlier studies have shown that
quality of a compressed tile video can be represented by its Spatial (s), Temporal (t) and Amplitude resolutions
(STAR). Here, amplitude resolution of a pixel is controlled by the quantization parameter (QP) or equivalent
quantization stepsize q.3,4,11 These variable-quality tiles can be aligned in temporal segments or chunks, and
encapsulated using the similar mechanisms as used in existing transport protocols, such as DASH (Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP),12,13 HLS (HTTP Live Streaming) or MMT (MPEG Media Transport).14,15

This allows us to adapt the chunks among different quality scales in response to the user’s request, and network
dynamics.

Recalling that an instantaneous viewport consists of one or more tile videos that are aligned in chunks spatially
and temporally, in reality, we are not only streaming the content within current viewport, but also others outside,
leading to the smooth viewport adaptation-based content navigation without “black-out” time. Usually, we place
the high-quality (HQ) scale in current viewport, but reduced-quality or low-quality (LQ) scales elsewhere. This
is generally referred to as the viewport-dependent streaming (VDS) with unequal-quality (UEQ) settings,16,17

which is now utilized in practical application,18 and also recommended by the international standard specification
- Omnidirectional MediA Format (OMAF).6 This approach greatly reduces the overall bandwidth, but without
sacrificing the perceptual quality. How to guarantee the best perceptual quality, in response to the viewport
adaptation under the network constraint requires us to quantitatively measure the quality of each chunk at a
specific scale (e.g., STAR resolution) as well as the adaptation quality during the refinement after stabilizing the
focus to a new viewport. Towards this goal, we have developed 1) Q-STAR model to relate the perceptual quality
of the viewport video in terms of its STAR parameters (e.g., s, q, t) for the measurement of subjective quality
when consumer stabilizes his/her focus at a specific viewport, and 2) Q-Adapt model to measure the perceptual
impact of viewport adaptation with respect to the quality refinement duration τ , for the quantitative evaluation
of refinement-induced perceptual sensation when user moves his/her attention to a new viewport. These models
could be devised to guide the chunk (e.g., variable-quality scales) selection analytically, so as to maximize the
perceptual quality.

Referring to the scenario that user stabilizes its focus at a specific viewport, since current HMD display
extends the viewing range significantly with both central and peripheral vision areas included, thus, we could
apply UEQ settings even within current viewport without noticing the quality impairment.19 This is generally
motivated by the fact that the photoreceptor, e.g., mainly cones for photometric information capturing, exhibits
a very non-uniform distribution eccentrically, leading to the non-uniform quality sensation across different vision
areas. For instance, we could give HQ scale to central vision, but LQ scale to peripheral areas, without any
noticeable distortion. Therefore, we have developed another analytical function form to describe the perceptual
quality of peripheral vision impact, e.g., Q-Periphery, by which we can assign UEQ to coding blocks/units in
different vision region, with the same subjective quality, but much less bandwidth consumption (e.g., LQ blocks
usually demand less bandwidth3).

With parallel tiling mechanism with variable-quality scales, together with developed quality models, we can
organize the streaming chunks smartly to enable the free navigation with the best perceptual quality under
the network bandwidth constraint. It is also worth to point out that all the parameters of these models can
be predicted using the features extracted from the underlying content. This makes our models generalized to
various application scenarios.

Aforementioned models are used to determine the appropriate chunk combinations to offer the best percep-
tual quality, for a given network bandwidth. Such bandwidth is typically probed from the underlying access
connection, which is unreliable and time-varying. Although multiscale qualities can partially ease the pain by
adapting the chunks at the random access point, it still inevitably desires better adaptive real-time streaming
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(ARS) policy to improve the overall QoE (i.e., with the consideration of not only the perceptual quality of
chunks, but also other factors such as freezing event, playback smoothness in practice). On the other hand, since
our iGVS system differs from the existing Video-on-Demand (VoD) services, with more stringent condition on
end-to-end latency. Thus, it is naturally to assume zero knowledge of incoming chunks. This fits the scenario
that users may jump to next viewport momentarily. Hence, we propose to apply a DRL based ARS scheme to
improve the overall QoE by learning the decision for next chunks from the previous embedded states, so as to
proactively combat the network fluctuation.

In subsequent sections, we first review computational vision models developed for perceptual quality measure-
ment of viewport video in immersive video application (Section 3), then we extend these models into a generic
QoE framework for a learning-based ARS decision (Section 4).

3. PERCEPTUAL QUALITY MODELS OF VIEWPORT VIDEO

A number of explorations on modeling the perceptual quality for immersive video have been developed recently.
A comprehensive review can be found in.20 Towards the practical networked application,6,18 and also motivated
by the characteristics of the HVS, we put our focus on the viewport-dependent immersive video streaming, by
which the entire panoramic views can be represented by the combinations of tiled videos, and viewport adaptation
can be easily fulfilled by selecting appropriate tile chunks.

Our studies have revealed that the perceptual quality of an immersive video can be decomposed by evaluating
the Q-STAR, Q-Adapt and Q-Periphery respectively, following the viewport-dependent processing principle
behind. For any time instant tk, user may consume the content at viewport tk, or FoV(tk), consisting of tile
chunks pre-encoded using specific STAR parameters. Here, Q-STAR is used to quantitatively describe the
relationship between the subjective quality of FoV(tk) and its particular STAR parameters. Immersive video
offers the capability for user to navigate the content freely, resulting in the viewport-adaptation in practices from
tk to tt+1. Even though we can measure the quality of FoV at tk and tk+1 respectively, whether there is visual
impairment during the adaptation, also plays important role, contributing to the overall quality satisfaction.17

Thus, Q-Adapt is used to measure the perceptual impact for viewport adaptation. Furthermore, even within
current viewport, our non-uniform distributed photoreceptors present a very unequal quality sensation across
various vision areas, which can be used to assign different quality thresholds at coding block or unit level for more
bandwidth saving without noticeable quality degradation. Such thresholds are referred to as the Q-Periphery.

We begin the discussion on the subjective assessment procedures of viewport video, followed by the Q-STAR
modeling. Then we introduce the analytical model for viewport-adaptation induced quality measurement, and
later move to the peripheral vision impact on viewport video. Note that, to well mimic the immersive experience,
subjective quality assessment for subsequent computational modeling is performed using the recent VR-capable
HMD.21

3.1 Viewport-Dependent Subjective Assessment

Subjective quality assessment used for conventional videos,3 can be extended to viewport videos extracted
from the common immersive video sequences, to collect mean opinion scores (MOS). All assessments follow the
standard procedures carefully.22

These viewport videos are organized by concatenating sufficient salient areas temporally to mimic the
viewport-dependent navigation within original immersive scene, in a managed fashion. One reason is that
the user would require a certain duration to stabilize their focus, e.g., ≈10 seconds as observed in.23 This would
introduce more rating noise for the subjective assessment. On the other hand, after focusing their fixations on
the salient viewports, users typically stay for a noticeable period (e.g., more than couple of seconds) to consume
the content, without motion (e.g., head, body) induced viewport adaptation, as measured in datasets provided
by.23,24 Furthermore, since we apply the viewport-dependent streaming, it is natural to have quantitative mea-
surements, e.g., quality, rate, for each viewport video for optimization. Thus, it is reasonable and practical to
prepare the viewport videos for users to alleviate or eliminate unexpected rating noise, when wearing the HMD.
In contrast, to ensure the model generalization, we then facilitate the quality validation with free navigation to
measure the efficiency of proposed model.17,19
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Table 1. Performance Comparisons of Objective Metrics and Q-STAR in (1). Model Parameters are Content Predicted.

Metrics PCC SRCC rRMSE
WS-PSNR26 0.67 0.66 19.01%
MS-SSIM27 0.69 0.71 17.50%

VIFP28 0.76 0.76 15.69%
FSIM29 0.67 0.71 18.40%
VSI30 0.70 0.70 18.01%

Q-STAR 0.95 0.95 8.31%

3.2 Q-STAR

Each viewport video can be prepared at various STAR combinations to offer different qualities and bitrate scales
for adaptive real-time streaming. We had developed Q-STAR for conventional videos consumed at a flat screen
fixed in front.11 Similar functional forms can be extended to viewport videos rendered in a HMD through our
extensive studies in,25 i.e.,

QSTAR(s, t, q) =

Q̂NQQ(q; tmax, smax)Q̂NQS(s; tmax, q)Q̂NQT(t; s, q),

=
1− e−αq·q̂βq

1− e−αq
1− e−αs·ŝβs

1− e−αs
1− e−αt·t̂βt

1− e−αt
, (1)

with normalized quality variables q̂ = qmin/q ∈ (0, 1], ŝ = s/smax ∈ (0, 1] and t̂ = t/tmax ∈ (0, 1]. qmin, smax

and tmax stand for the minimum quantization stepsize, maximum spatial resolution and maximum temporal
resolution respectively, which are used to encode a viewport video.

Parameter ~β = [βq, βs, βt] is fixed, i.e.,

~β = [βq, βs, βt] = [0.916, 1.345, 0.404], (2)

and ~α = [αq, α̃s, αt]
T is content dependent, i.e.,

~α = HFc
T , (3)

with Fc = [1, σDFD, η(µFD, σ), Gm]T , using standard deviation of displaced frame difference (DFD) σDFD, the
mean of frame difference (FD) µFD, the contrast (STD) σ and the mean of Gabor feature Gm, extracted from
the original viewport video. The relationship between αs in Eq. (1) and α̃s in Eq. (3) is,

αs = αs(q) = α̃s · Lq(QP), (4)

with Lq(QP) = −0.1317 ·QP + 6.3227 and QP = 4 + logq2, and

H =

 0.9178 0.077 7.5913 0.1267
1.4498 0.056 −0.7993 −0.0219
3.011 0.025 −2.559 0.038

 , (5)

as the weighted transform matrix.

With fixed and predicted parameters, this Q-STAR model for viewport video rendered in HMD is validated
extensively and compared with various existing metrics with state-of-the-art performance shown in Table 1, in
terms of the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SRCC) and relative
root mean squared error (rRMSE).
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Figure 2. Illustration of the viewport-dependent immersive content streaming.16 ∆t is the time consumed for navigation
from FoV1 to FoV2, and τ is the refinement duration of the content from its LQ copy to the corresponding HQ scale.

3.3 Q-Adapt

In reality, viewport-dependent streaming is favored for immersive content in practical system, where current
viewport is with the HQ scale but LQ scales elsewhere.31,32 It incurs the quality refinement after shifting our
focus to a new viewport or FoV, as shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, quality of a compressed video is determined by
its q and s. In general, we wish to model the perceptual impact of quality variations from an arbitrary lower
level Ql = Q(ql, sl) to an arbitrary higher level Qh = Q(qh, sh). However, it is very difficult to perform the
multi-variables modeling at one time. Instead, we have attempted to fix a boundary condition but leaving the
other one unconstrained. We finally reach a unified functional form,17 i.e.,

Q̂(τ, q̂l, ŝl, q̂h, ŝh) =
(
Q̂STAR(q̂h, ŝh)

) 1
γ · Q̂NQQ(τ, q̂l) · Q̂NQS(τ, ŝl), (6)

Q̂NQQ(τ, q̂l) = a(q̂l) · e−b(q̂l)·τ + (1− a(q̂l)), (7)

Q̂NQS(τ, ŝl) = a(ŝl) · e−b(ŝl)·τ + (1− a(ŝl)). (8)

Note that a(q̂l) and b(q̂l) can be represented using

k1

(1 + k2 · q̂k3l )
, (9)

and a(ŝl) and b(ŝl) are effectively described by

k1 · e−k2·ŝl + k3, (10)

with all parameters ki, i = 1, 2, 3 fixed and listed in Table 2. Q̂STAR is inferred using Eq. (1), measuring the
viewport video quality with respect to its STAR parameters. γ is derived by a linear prediction, i.e.,

γ = ΩFc
T , (11)

with Ω = [1.5991, 0.0336,−0.2679, 0.0959,−0.0245] and Fc = [1, σDFD, µFD, σ,Gm] which is the same as the
parameters used in Q-STAR model.

Figure 3(a) plots the measured MOSs22 and model derived MOSs via Eq. (6), with both averaged PCC and
SRCC close to 0.95. Note that the experiments is fulfilled in a real-life system without imposing any constraints
for immersive video consumption.
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Table 2. Fixed Parameters for a and b Used in Model (6)

k1 k2 k3 k1 k2 k3
a(q̂) 0.8 39.55 2.73 a(ŝ) 0.8 4.65 0
b(q̂) 1.45 47.14 3.29 b(ŝ) 4.53 0.3 -3.37
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Figure 3. Model accuracy illustration (a) MOS prediction via (6) in real-life streaming system with free navigation with
HMD; (b) predicted MOS using (12) of non-uniform quality image (NUQI) versus its measured MOS. Here, the scores
are for all images with non-uniform q and s.

3.4 Q-Periphery

Our binocular viewport/FoV mainly can be represented using central vision (or macular) area (CVA) with one-
side 9◦ eccentrically, and peripheral vision area (PVA) covering the rest, as shown in Fig. 1(f). For comparative
illustration, area outside of current FoV is also provided. Most existing display systems render images or video
frames within 18◦ CVA by calculating the distance between the user and the display screen. Recent VR devices
have extended the viewing range of the displayed content significantly (e.g., 110◦ horizontally of HTC Vive),
with both CVA and PVA included.

Our HVS exhibits very different visual sensitivity in different viewing areas due to significant density variations
of photoreceptors shown in Fig. 4. For instance, macular (central vision) area often requires ultra high resolution
and high fidelity, while the peripheral area presents significantly reduced sensitivity. Therefore, we leverage this
biological characteristic to model the non-uniform quality variation induced visual sensitivity with respect to the
degree of eccentricity θ from the center of the retina, different from the assumption that the perceptual quality
is uniform when developing the Q-STAR in (1) of viewport videos. Note that the quality of a compressed
viewport/FoV image or video frame can be determined by the quantization stepsize q and spatial resolution s
following the studies in.3

Thus the problem was to describe the variations of visual quality threshold functions with respect to the θ
(i.e., q(θ), s(θ)), separately and jointly. We found that both the threshold values of q and s or corresponding
normalized factors q̂ and ŝ, can be well modeled using a generalized parametric Gaussian model in terms of the
θ, i.e.,

1

c
√

2π
× e−

|(b·θ)a|
2c2 + d. (12)

Table 3. Parameters in peripheral vision model for q̂(θ) or ŝ(θ)

a b c d
q̂(θ) 2.2 0.08 1.38 0.05
ŝ(θ) 2.2 0.033 c(x) 0.06

x in c(x) are content features extracted from the image.
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Figure 4. The distribution of photoreceptors on the human retina and corresponding non-uniform visual sensitivity19

Parameters here are either fixed or can be estimated using the content features according to the work,19 as shown
in Table 3. Parameter c(x) for model s(θ) is predicted by the linear combination of ρcSI , ρµI and ρµγv , i.e.,

c = −0.002 · ρcSI + 0.4342 · ρµI + 3.9029 · ρµγv + 0.2557, (13)

where ρcSI is the spatial index of the CVA of an image. ρµI is the averaged intensity of the image in HSI (hue,
saturation and intensity) color space. ρµγv refers to the intensity of the vertical orientation which is calculated
using a 3×3 Gabor filter.

A unified q̂(θ) model in the form of (12) is applied at different spatial resolution after extensive studies. We
have validated the joint q-s-threshold model by comparing the predicted MOS and collected MOS. Figure 3(b)
illustrates those samples prepared with the unequal quality scales among central and peripheral vision areas. As
can be seen, the predicted MOS has high correlation with actual MOS, with both PCC and SRCC more than
0.87.

3.5 A Generic Perceptual Model

As discussed previously, we model the immersive video quality using the static viewport video quality Q-STAR,
dynamic viewport adaptation quality Q-Adapt, as well as the peripheral vision thresholds of an instant viewport
Q-Periphery. When the user stabilize his/her attention to a fixed viewport, its quality can be measured using the
Q-STAR in Eq. (1); while Q-Adapt in Eq. (6) is utilized to describe the refinement-induced quality evaluation
when the user moves his/her attention to a new viewport. Note that Q-STAR and Q-Adapt can be performed
at viewport or tile level, and Q-Periphery in Eq. (12) can be applied on top of tiles at coding block or unit level
to further reduce the bandwidth, but without noticeable quality impairment (i.e., due to non-uniform quality
sensation across various vision areas).

Since we have modeled Q-STAR, Q-Adapt, and Q-Periphery in terms of the STAR factors, e.g., q, s, t, and
bit rate of compressed viewport can be also represented by the functions of q, s, t (e.g., R = R(q, s, t)),4 thus
rate-quality optimization is applied to determine the optimal STAR combination for the best perceptual quality,
when R < R0. In practical system, total number of STAR combinations is often limited, given the fixed and
rational values of q, s and t. Thus, we could even turn to the exhaustive search to find the best result for
rate-quality optimization.

All the discussions above assume the given network bandwidth R. In reality, R is often unreliable and time-
varying, due to the network fluctuation caused by wireless fading, network congestion etc. Thus, it is inevitably
desiring an efficient way to probe and estimate the network bandwidth. An accurate approximation would lead
to better QoE for end user. Towards this purpose, next section would discuss the adaptive real-time streaming
via deep reinforcement learning.

4. LEARNED ADAPTIVE REAL-TIME STREAMING

Internet is a best-effort and dynamic network with unexpected bandwidth fluctuation. To this end, adaptive
bitrate (ABR) policy is widely used. Instead of using traditional Google congestion control (GCC),5 which only
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Figure 5. The Actor-Critic algorithm that ARS uses to generate ABR policies.

considers the quality of service (QoS) parameters (i.e., packet loss and delay measurements), we use a DRL
based ARS policy to ensure better QoE,33 such as maximizing video quality, minimizing video freezing events,
and maintaining video quality smoothness. The QoE metric utilized by ARS is represented by

QoE =
N∑
t=1

Q(rt)− µ
N∑
t=1

Ft − ν
N∑
t=1

|q(Rt − q(Rt−1))|, (14)

taking the behavior states in past N segments into consideration. rt represents the sending bitrate in the latest
t segments and Q(rt) maps that bitrate to the quality perceived by a user. Since quality models aforementioned
can be expressed as the function of STAR parameters, and so as the bit rate, thus we can reformulate the quality
measurement using the bitrate.34 Ft represents the freezing time that results from streaming the video in the
latest t segments at bitrate rt. The third term penalizes changes in video quality to favor smoothness. The
parameters µ and ν denote for freezing and smoothness penalty factor respectively.

As shown in Fig. 5, ARS training algorithm uses the A3C,35 a state-of-the-art actor-critic method which
involves training two neural networks. After the streaming of each segment t, ARS learning agents take state
inputs St = (−→rt ,−→τt ,−→xt ,

−→
tt ,
−→pt ,−→nt) to its neural networks. Upon receiving St, ARS agent needs to take an action

at which bitrate is selected for the next segment. The agent selects actions based on a policy πθ(st, at), and
recurrent neural network (RNN)36 is utilized to represent the policy with manageable parameters, θ. The reason
why we apply RNN as learning network is that, RNN can learn the network features better in temporal domain by
observing input timed states, which benefits the deeper learning of underlying network dynamics. After applying
each action, a reward rt is provided by the simulated environment to the learning agent for that segment. The
primary goal of DRL ARS agents is to maximize the expected cumulative (discounted) reward. Thus, we set the
reward to reflect the performance of each segment streaming by its QoE in Eq. (14).

To evaluate ARS in the wild, we compared it with the state-of-the-art GCC algorithm, under realistic network
conditions. For practical purpose, we only considered original traces whose average throughput is greater than 4
Mbps and maximum throughput less than 8 Mbps. We used the Traffic Control (TC) tool built-in Linux kernel
to simulate different network conditions based on the test traces. Test viewport videos were encoded in real
time at 30 FPS (frame per second), while the bitrate to adjust by ARS was restricted in {4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0,
6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0} Mbps. An additional panoramic video was encoded at 1Mbps for the construction of two-tier
streaming framework.37 With such two-tier approach, we can easily offer the viewport-dependent streaming with
UEQ settings, where foreground HQ viewport videos are selectively transmitted per request, and background
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Figure 6. Illustration of performance improvement of proposed ARS in respect of QoE. (a) QoE CDF Comparison averaged
57.8% gain, 27.4% standard deviation reduction ); (b) QoE value over time.

LQ panoramic video is always sent to ensure the smooth transition to a new viewport. The QoS factors, such as
the packet loss rate and the round trip time (RTT), as well as the playback states including the received bitrate
and the output frame rate, were collected by the client and returned to the media server.

In the experiment, we derived the resulting QoE with the outcome states collected at the client by Eq. (14)
after performing the testing process with the trained ARS model.

Figure 6 shows the overall QoE values achieved by the ARS and the GCC algorithm. Our ARS achieves
57.8% higher average QoE compared to the GCC, and has 27.4% lower standard deviation at the same time.
Figure 6(b) illustrates the QoE value over time achieved by the ARS and the GCC algorithms on a typical
testing network. We can find that the QoE using the ARS is always higher than or competitive with that using
the GCC, without any sudden sharp decline to a very low level. Note that ARS has already been deployed in
a leading cloud gaming platform - AnyGame (www.anygame.info), to facilitate smooth network delivery for a
large scale concurrent users.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Immersive video application can be facilitated by the interactive gigapixel video streaming system, by which the
viewport-dependent processing is implemented. Each viewport can be represented using one or more tile chunks.
These spatially non-overlapped tile chunks, covering a sub-region of the entire panoramic view, are processed
into temporally-aligned segments at multiscale quality levels for adaptation.

Viewport-adaptation can be generally formulated as a rate-quality optimization problem. Thus, we have
developed a serial perceptual quality models to measure the viewport quality with respect to its STAR param-
eters, adaptation factors, as well as the peripheral thresholds. Together with the video freezing event, playback
smoothness penalties in practical application scenario, we have devised reinforcement learning based adaptive
real-time streaming policy to select appropriate chunks for an overall optimized QoE, for a given constrained
network bandwidth.

Experiments are performed to validate the quality models with independent assessment, revealing the high
accuracy in predicting the actual subjective opinion score for viewport-dependent streaming of immersive videos.
Further tests in the wild show the ≈ 60% QoE improvement, and ≈ 30% lower standard deviation of our learning-
based solution against the popular Google congestion control, for the adaptive real-time streaming.
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